
 
3rd Edition 

 
ORGANIZER:  www.avtviso.com 
 

CONTACT:      email@threedots.in |+91-8801166930 

ADDRESS:      1B-GreenPeace-Willowbrook, Telephone Nagar-Perungudi,  

    Chennai-600096, INDIA  
 

CHAIRMAN:    Kirankumar Sandipan Rubde 

 
CALENDAR:  

Closing: 5th February 2022 

Judging: 11th to 15th February 2022 

Result: 22nd February 2022 

SDAS: 22nd March 2022 

Exhibition: 18th to 20th March 2022 (tentative dates due to COVID Situation) 

Award & Catalogue: 18th March 2022 
*Closing date will not be extended. 

 
SECTIONS: 

A. Open Colour [C] 

B. Open Monochrome [M] 

C. Travel [PT] 

D. Smile [Open Color/Only color photographs are allowed] 

 
ENTRY FEE:  

 INR.650/- or 10Euro 
 

a) Indian Entrants: pages.razorpay.com/threedots 
 

b) Paypal: email@threedots.in 

 
AWARDS: 

We at AvTvISO value the effort that you put to create a photograph and appreciate the time that you spent to 
participate in our salon. We respect your dedication towards photography. 

 

A salon means a celebration of photography at AvTvISO. We believe in inclusion where everyone is a part of this 
celebration. We want you to be part of our celebration. That’s why there is always something for everyone apart 
from the awards at our exhibition, so you feel special at our events! 

 

Award List 

4x FIP Gold Medal 

4x AvTvISO EiP Medal 

         20x FIP Ribbon 

            4x AvTvISO Ribbon 

4x Jury Choice Amazon Gift Voucher worth INR.1000/- each (Total 4000/-) 

4x Chairman Choice AvTvISO Trophy 

+ 

3x Best Club AvTvISO Trophy 
     

* Replacement will be sent if the award is lost in transit.  
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JURY: 

 

Dr Anirban Banerjee, AFIAP, IIG/p2 | India 
 

Maheswaran Karthikeyan, EFIAP, HonAvTvISO | India 
   

Thanasis Hadjipavlou, EFIAP/b, EFIP | Cyprus 
 

* The jury reserves the right to add more awards. 

 
SUBMISSION: 
  

Only digital entries via our website is accepted: cmyk.avtviso.com 

Image Size: 1920x1080 Pixel Max at 300dpi in .jpg Format. 

File Size: 3MB Max 
 

1. File name should be the title of the image. 

2. Do not use any special characters in the file name. 

3. File names should not include more than 31 characters.  

4. Maximum number of photographs per section is 4.  

5. No title or identification of the maker should be written anywhere on the face of an image.  

6. Words such as "Untitled" and "No title" are not acceptable as part or all of an image's title, nor are camera 

capture file names or titles consisting only numbers. 

 
. CATALOGUE: 

Each entrant will get the pdf catalogue by mail on 18th March 2021.  

 
DEFINITION 

Monochrome: An image is considered to be monochrome only if it gives the impression of having no color (i.e. 

contains only shades of grey which can include pure black and pure white) OR it gives the impression of being grey 

scale image that has been toned in one color across the entire image (e.g. example by sepia, red, gold etc.) A grayscale 

or multicolored image modified or giving the impression of having been modified by partial toning, multi toning or by 

the inclusion of spot coloring does not meet the definition of Monochrome and shall be classified as Color work. 

 

Colour: Entries must originate as photographs (image captured of objects via light sensitivity) made by the entrant on 

photographic emulsion or acquired digitally. Pictures on any subject including creative or experimental images can be 

submitted. 

 

Photo Travel: A Photo Travel image must expresses the characteristic features or culture of a land as they are found 

naturally. There are no geographic limitations. Images from events or activities arranged specifically for photography, 

or of subjects directed or hired for photography are not appropriate. Close up pictures of people or objects must include 

features that provide information about the environment. Techniques that add, relocate, replace or remove any element 

of the original Image, except by cropping, are not permitted. The only allowable adjustment are removable of dust or 

digital noise, restoration of the appearance of the original scene, and complete conversion to grayscale monochrome. 

Other derivations, including infrared are not permitted. All allowed adjustments must appear natural.  

 

Smile: This section will be judged under Open Color as per FIP regulation. No Black & White or Monochromatic 

photo are allowed in this section. In this section, judges are looking for photographs of people smiling. 

 

DATA PROTECTION 

By entering this salon, you are explicitly consenting to the personal details you have supplied, including email 

addresses, being held, processed and used by the salon organizers for purposes associated with this salon. You also 

explicitly consent to such information being sent to organizations that have accorded official recognition, patronage or 

accreditation to this salon. You acknowledge and accept that entering this salon means that the status and results of 

your entry may be made public.  

ENTRY 

The salon is open to anyone; however, an entry may be rejected when FIP/AvTvISO, in its reasonable discretion, 

believes the entry does not conform to the salon rules and conditions. An entrant’s images will not be presented to the 

judges consecutively.  An entrant’s four images will be distributed throughout four rounds of judging in that section.  

Distribution of images shall be in the same round order as submitted by the entrant. Entries must originate as 

photographs (image-captures of objects via light sensitivity) made by the entrant on photographic emulsion or acquired 

digitally. By virtue of submitting an entry, the entrant certifies the work as his own (aliases are not permitted).  The 

entrant permits FIP/AvTvISO to reproduce all or part of the entered material free of charge for publication and/or 

display in media related to the salon. This may include low resolution posting on a website.  Note: Entrants who  



 

 

 

indicate that their images may not be reproduced or used “will not be eligible for awards” or inclusion in audio-visuals 

of the salon “and could be subject to disqualification” by FIP/AvTvISO. 

 

No title or identification of the maker shall be visible anywhere on the face of an image in this salon. 

Each image must have a unique title.  

The jury holds the right to withhold any award/s if the quality of submitted photos is not satisfactory. 

Any of the accepted photograph/s can be shared & published in electronic & print media for press release. 

AvTvISO can print a limited number catalogues to accompany the exhibition & for select guests. This catalogue will 

not be available for sale. However, entrants of the salon or the AvTvISO Club members can request for a printed 

version at actual printing & shipping costs 

 

You have to collect the prints after the exhibition from AvTvISO/Chennai. It is free of cost. We will gift your framed 

prints to non-profit organizations for display at their premises with your permission or we will destroy them if you do 

not want to collect them. AvTvISO will not sell your framed prints in any situation.  

 

All the accepted images will be digitally projected during the exhibition. All the accepted photographs will also be 

available as a slide show video on YouTube.  

 

BREACH OF CONDITIONS 

If at any time, it is determined in the reasonable discretion of the salon organizer or the judges before, during, or after 

the judging of this salon that an entrant has submitted entries where one or more images may fail to comply with these 

Conditions of Entry, including the stated definitions, the salon organizer reserves the right to delete the entry from the 

salon and void any or all acceptances or awards in connection with the salon. Fees may either be forfeited or refunded 

in these circumstances. The entrant acknowledges that the decision of the salon organizer or the judges is final. 

In order to ensure that images comply with the Conditions of Entry and definitions, the salon organizer may carry out 

reasonable measures to verify that: 

 a) the images are the original work of the entrant and 

 b) the images comply with the rules and definitions as set out in these Conditions of Entry. 

These steps include, but are not limited to, questioning any entrant, requiring the submission of RAW files or other 

digital files representing the original capture of the submitted image(s), confronting the entrant with evidence that one 

or more submitted images fails to comply with the Conditions of Entry (also known as Entry Rules), and offering the 

entrant a reasonable opportunity to provide counter evidence to refute the salon organizer’s evidence by a set deadline. 

Such entries that are not cleared or are still questionable after the entrant has presented evidence may be considered in 

breach of these Conditions of Entry, and declined. Such entries may be referred to FIP for further investigation of 

possible ethics violations.  

FIP retains the right to investigate in any way all complaints/suspicions of breaches of entry conditions, impose 

sanctions if deemed necessary, void the acceptances of any image found to violate the FIP rules, include the entrant’s 

name on the list of sanctions provided to salons, and share such investigations with FIAP. Entrants automatically agree 

to these terms by the act of entering this salon and agree to cooperate with any investigation. 

NOTICE 

When an entrant fills in the Entry Form to submit an entry the entrant will see a feature to affirm he or she has read 

these Conditions of Entry when he or she fills out the entry form.  If the entrant does not so affirm the entry will not be 

submitted.  

ADDITIONAL RULES 

 
1. AvTvISO Members cannot participate. 

2. One photographer can win only one award in each section.   

3. One photographer can win only one Jury Choice Amazon Gift Voucher. 

4. In a situation where an entrant forgets to update us with the transaction ID of their entry fee payment and we are unable to trace the payment 

back to their submission by any other means, the image will not be sent for the judging. In this case, we will refund the money paid to us by 

the participant once they notify us of their error. 

5. Discount: INR.500/- or 7Euro for 10+ entrants from any group/club.  

6. We need a minimum 10 entrants to be eligible for the Best Club Awards. The Club needs to send us an email with the list of their entrants. 

Total number of acceptance earned by the Club will be considered to determine the Club ranks. 

 

 


